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Abstract In this paper, the problem of color image Markov Random Field (HMRF) has also been employed for
segmentation is addressed as a pixel labeling problem. The color image segmentation in unsupervised framework [7]. In
observed color image is assumed to be the degraded version of order to take into account the dependencies of the color planes
the image labels. We have proposed a new Markov Random Field as well as the interactions across the scales, a Wavelet Domain
(MRF) model known as Constrained MRF (CMRF) model to Hidden Markov model (WDHMM) has been proposed [8]
model the unknown image labels and Ohta (11,12,13) model is used ..o
as the color model. The unique feature of the proposed CMRF whch hasied pro rel for coo texture.
model is found to posses a unifying feature of modeling scene and Recently, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) has been proposed
texture images as well. The labels are estimated using Maximum to model color textures on various feature spaces for image
a posteriori (MAP) estimation criterion. A hybrid algorithm is segmentation [9, 10]. Besides Markov Random Field
proposed to obtain the MAP estimate and the performance of the models,an unsupervised
algorithm is found to be better than that of using Simulated color texture segmentation method called "JSEG" has
Annealing (SA) algorithm. The performance of the proposed been proposed [11] that consists of color quantization
model is compared with JSEG method and the proposed model is followed by spatial segmentation. In this method, a
found to be better than JSEG method. multiscale J-image is created and region growing

I. INTRODUCTION technique is applied to obtain spatial segmentation.
In this work, a new image model known as the

Image segmentation is a basic early vision problem which Constrained MRF (CMRF) model is proposed which has the

serves as precursor to many high level vision problems. Color unifying feature of modeling natural scenes and color textures.

imagesegmentation provides more information while solving This approach serves as a unified method to take care of color
image.. textures and scene images and hence can behigh level vision problems such as, object recognition, shape utexctno inpens using machie

analysis and target detection. Therefore, the problem of color vsionsy tem ctolo imaesgentfautsionpo mais t
image segmentation has been addressed more vigorously for
more than one decade. Different color models such as RGB, as pixel labeling problem and the pixel labels are estimated

HS,YIQ, Ohta (I, 1213), CIE (XYZ, Luv Lab) have been using MAP estimation criterion. The observed image X isHSV,.YIQ Oht (I'12'3,CE(Y,Lu,Lb aebe assumed to be the degraded versions of the image label
used to represent different colors [1]. From the reported study, pss Z an thi degradai isasm toe Gaussian
HSV and I1, 12, 13 have been extensively used for image process Z andthe s degradatmon esassumed to be Gaussian

segmentation. Ohta color space is a very good approximation hocmne toRe the percete of sclaction error
of the Karhunen-Loeve transformation of the RGB found by hoc manner to reduce the percentage of misclassification error

decorrelation of RGB components, which makes it very ompte s ed onate gon timagfconstructed
sial fo man img prcssn apiton2. computed based on the ground tiruth image constructed
sItae for many imagproacessing applccuracyofsegnationsmanually. The MAP estimate of the image labels and hence

Ineatymdelease approath, te aof seigemoent the segmentation is obtained by SA algorithm. It is found that
grechastly depeds,uponrthecuse o RFapprop e image model. SA algorithm takes larger number of epochs to converge to theStochastic models, particularly MRF models, have been slto.I re ocruvn h rbe,ahbi
successfully used as the image model for image restoration slto. In ore.ocruvn h rbe,ahbi

successfull used astheimagemodelfoimagerealgorithm, exploiting the global and local convergent property,and segmentation [3]. Often, the segmentation problem is cast is proposed. The hybrid algorithm is found to converge to the
using MAP criterion and the MAP estimates are obtained by solution much faster than that of SA algorithm. The proposedSimUlated Annealing (SA) algorithm [4]. MRF model hasSmalso tbeedAnnsucesull uSedasgorithe i4Mae model whie model has been successfully tested with images from visionalso been successfully used as the image model while rfm ViTw 4TTTOATi-

bot in texture (VisTex) database of MIT, USA. The performance ofaddrssin thprolem f clor magesegentaionthe model iS also compared with the JSEG method of Deng
superisedandnsupevise fraework[5, ]. Hddenetal [11] and, in some examples; it iS found to be better than

JSEG.
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II. THE CONSTRAINED MRF MODEL degradation process as Gaussian, the MAP estimation problem
reduces to the following form

We assume all images to be defined on discrete rectangular
lattice M = (N x N). Let Z denote the label process z = mi U (z , )
corresponding to the segmented image and z is the realization z
of the label process i.e the segmented image to be obtained.
The observed image X is also assumed to be a random field Where,
that is assumed to be the degraded version of the label process U ( z = Vc (Z , a
Z and the degradation process is assumed to be Gaussian c( V(C
process. The label process Z is modeled as the proposed The above minimization problem is modified to be a constraint
constrained MRF model. It is known that if Z is assumed to be minimization. The constraint minimization problem can be
MRF, then the prior probability distribution P (Z=z) can be stated as follows
Gibb's distributed that can be expressed as

P(Z=zI ) =-e-U(z,O) 2 Min Y, Ui1 (ziJ I 0) (2)z , where z'= Z eU(zO)is the zj

partition function, 0 denotes the clique parameter vector, the Subject to the constraint
exponential term U(z,0) is called the energy function and is of e-U(z)
the form U (z,0) YE vc (z,O), with V (z 0) being

-z)
Ee

referred as the clique potential function. Capturing the salient eGC
spatial properties of an image lead to the development of Hence using Lagrange multiplier X, this constraint
image models. Though the MRF model takes into account the minimization problem reduces to the following
local spatial interactions, it has its limitations in modeling r u(z) 2

natural scenes of distinct regions. In order to incorporate a . z. )
stronger local dependence, we constrain this model based on z I...,g Y 1,J U(Z)
the notion of Martingale. izj ,iEG ZGj(Gez)

Where, U (zi, j) is a posteriori energy of weak membrane
Let Z(i), 1,2 be a martingale sequence, namely for all model, which is explained in next section and 'X' is selected
i =12. n EIZ (n ]< ot depending on type of scene image and texture image. For

n
X Z Zn = Zn textures of large size 7 is set at low value, and for small size

and E[Z(n±1)/Z(1).Z(n)> Z(n) Now, let Z1 Z2.Zn be textures X is set at high value. For scene images X is selected at
the random variables associated with the image of size a low value. Because the second term of the above equation is
n=N2 G is the predefined number of class labels. an additional constraint in the clique potential, we name this-and 1S the predefined number of class labels.model as the Constrained MRF model.

ELzij / Zk,l, k, 1 i, I]Zi 1Therefore, for any. IMAGE SEGMENTATION
k, 71i j where 71iSj is the neighborhood of i j Consider,

,jIv Zk,l ,k,l i,j] = zi,j{zij =Zij Zk l =Zkl ,k, I The problem is formulated as the pixel labeling problem. Each
zi1jcG pixel can assume a label from the set of labels {O-L}. Let Zi, j

Assuming further that Z is a Markov process, we have denote the random variable for each pixel, where Z denotes

p(Z = Z) the label process. The labeling z is obtained by maximizing
ELZijI Zkl, k, 1. iaI] ,zi,j the posterior probability P (Z=z X=x, 0). Hence, the

zi1CG YijEG Z() (1) optimality criterion is

For a specific case (1) can be expressed as, (z) = arg max P(Z = z,N = n X = x, 0) (4)
-u(z) (z)

Zi- /= zz C Since z is unknown, so z can not be computed. Where, 0 is
Zj eG Yzj Ge the associated parameter vector. So, by using Bayes's theorem,

Instead of taking the pixel Zi,j,I we take the average of the P(Z= z X =x, ) =arg max p(X X z, O)P(Z z) (5)
Z. Z ~~~~~~~~~~P(X=x IO)

neighborhood pixels as Javg. In the following section, the Since X corresponds to the given image P(X=x 0) is a
problem is formulated as a pixel labeling problem and pixel constant quantity and P (Z=z) is the a priori probability of the
labels are estimated using the MAP estimation principle. With labels, hence P (X=x Z=z, 0) can be written as P(X=x Z=z,
the label process modeled as MRF and the assumed 0) = P(X=z±w Z, 0) = P (W=x-z Z, 0). Since W is a

Gaussian process and there are three spectral components
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present in a color image and we have assumed that the converging to the global optimal solution. This feature could
components are uncorrelated in Ohta color space having the be attributed to the acceptance criterion (acceptance with a
same variance. Using the assumption stated in the previous probability) of SA algorithm. We have exploited this feature,
section we obtain, the proposed hybrid algorithm uses the notion of acceptance

1 I (X_Z)2 (6 criterion to come out of the local minima and to be near the
P(W=xzI Z, ) - e2 6) global optimal solution. Thus, the solution with SA algorithmP(W=x-z Z,O)=

T 3(T3can be local to the optimal solution. In order to obtain the

Substituting equation (6) and the prior probability p (Z=z 10) optimal solution, local convergence based strategy is adopted
in equation (5) the problem reduces to, for quick convergence. We have used the Iterated Conditional

Mode (ICM) [12] algorithm as the locally convergent
r 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~algorithm.Thus, the proposed algorithm is a hybrid of both

z(arg-Za 2 cC~ (z ,2z 3) SA algorithm and ICM algorithm. The hybrid algorithm's
arzm)l 2Z3 (122 3 working principle is as follows. Initially, a specific number of

time steps, fixed by trial and error, are executed to achieve the
(7) near optimal solution. Thereafter, ICM is run to converge to

As color image has three spectral components x1, z' and V, is the desired optimal solution. This avoids the undesirable time
the clique potential function for all the three spectral taken by SA algorithm when the solution is close to the
components, C is the set of all the cliques. In particular, we optimal solution. The salient steps of proposed hybrid
consider the energy function algorithm are enumerated as below.

U(zh,v) I aki,j Zj1~2 2i i i- hij i. Initialize the temperature Tin.U(z, h, v 2 x .11 ~)+ -z~1(-h1) Compute the energy U of the configuration.
i,j

(8
3. Perturb the system slightly with suitable Gaussian

+ +j hi] 8 disturbance.
2 ~1 2 2 2 32 4. Compute the new energy U' of the perturbed system and

Where = ij)+ +i ,

Tevrialne evaluate the change in energy AlU= Uf-U.

field v1, j =1 if, fjzj1,jzjjA) > thresh, where 5. If AU < 0, accept the perturbed system as the new

1 ~~~~~~~~~~~configuration Else accept the perturbed system

fv(ijIZij- ) =- i' .-z q- and the horizontal line as the new configuration with a probability exp (-AiU)/t where t
3 ']= 1Jli the temperature of cooling schedule.

field hi. =1 if, fh(z,j zi,j_ > thresh where 6. Decrease the temperature t according to the coolingI h ~~~~~~'} )~~~~schedule.
3 q q 7. Repeat steps 2-7 till some pre specified number of epochs.fh(Z '1 3iiqlZj-Z-,jTepseireeg 8. Compute the energy Uofthe configuration.

functonwll b 9. Perturb the system slightly with suitable Gaussianfunction will be ~~~~~~~~disturbance.
1 2 10. Compute the new energy U' of the perturbed system and_Xx-z

U (z, h, v) 3 -+ U(z, h, v) (9) evaluate the change in energy AU= Uf-U.
p 2 U2 ~~~~~~~~11. If AU < 0, accept the perturbed system as the new

configuration, otherwise retain the original configuration.
[u, f]T are unknown parameters that are selected on ad hoc 12. Repeat steps 8-12, till the stopping criterion is met. The
basis, stopping criterion is the energy (U<threshold).

3

~x-z2`AZZ(x71 Zqj)2 (10) B. Simulation
q=1 i,j

Scene as well as color textured images of different classes
If the parameters are known, segmentation is achieved by have been considered in simulation. The a priori energy
minimizing Up (z, h, v) with respect to z, h, v. The proposed function for the CMRF model and the weak membrane model
hybrid algorithm and the SA are used to obtain the MAp as given by (3) and (9), are considered. The a priori image
estimate of equation (7). model parameters of CMR-F model a, f3, c7, and 7. are selected

on trial and error basis. For hybrid algorithm, the initial
A. HybridAlgorithm temperature Ti11 is fixed at 0.38 for all the simulations. The
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the 'X' parameter is selected on an ad hoc manner for texture as and Fig 4 has exhibited faster convergence than those of using
well as scene images with a view to reduce the SA algorithm. A color texture having five different textures is
misclassification error. For example, for images having two shown in Fig 3(a) and the segmented images are shown in Fig
textures as shown in Fig l(a), the parameters are o=0.16, 3(c), 3(d) and 3(e). The segmented image with CMRF model
f=2.0, c=1.20 and X=1.0. The segmented images are shown in has misclassification error of 2.67% where as with MRF it is
Fig l(c), (d) and (e). As observed from Fig l(d), the MRF found to be 26.8%. This is quite evident visually from the
model using SA could not yield proper segmentation and there segmented images shown in Fig 3(c), Fig 3(d) and Fig 3(e).
are many misclassified pixels in different classes. Use of the Fig. 3(f) shows the segmented images obtained by JSEG
proposed CMRF model, which has the grouping attribute, method. This result is comparable to that of the use of CMRF
could produce segmented images with appreciably less model. This is also observed from misclassification error
number of misclassified pixels. This is evident from Fig l(c). given in Table II. The CMRF model with different values of X
This is corroborated from the percentage of misclassification could model efficiently the scene image, which is shown in
error presented in Table II. Fig 4. Fig. 4(c) and 4(d) correspond to the segmented

images obtained by CMRF model and it is observed that
TABLE I the estimated class labels are close to the ground

PARAMETERS FOR TEXTURE AND SCENE IMAGE OF DIFFERENT CLASSES truth image shown in Fig. 4(b). Fig. 4(d) corresponds

Images T a I_D_I_v T X_ I to the result obtained by MRF model and it is observed
Fig.1 0.160 2.0 1.200 1.000 from Fig 4(d) that there are misclassified pixels in
Fig.3 0.038 2.2 1.580 0.060 the grass portions of the image. Comparing Fig. 4(c)
Fig.4 0.040 2.5 1.000 0.048 and 4(d), it is observed that CMRF model yields better
Fig.5 0.02 2.0 2.15 0.047 result than that of using MRF models. The segmented image

obtained by JSEG method is shown
in Fig. 4(f) where some misclassified pixels are near

TABLE II the roof of the window and hence the percentage of
COMPARISON OF PERCENTAGE OF MISCLASSIFICATION ERROR FOR TWO TEXTURE AND misclassified error increases to 20.0 percent. In case of the

TWO SCENE IMAGES.
scene images, CMRF model could produce visually better

Images MRFSA CMRFHybrid CMRFSA JSEG segmented result than that of using MRF model. This is also
Fig. 1 9.2 3.5 3.2 3.3 corroborated from the percentage of misclassification given in

Fig.3 26.8 2.91 { 2.67 2.9 Table II. Fig. 5(a) is another scene image of bird in Sky. The
Fig.4 16.3 10.83 12.3 20.0 ground truth image drawn manually is shown in Fig.
Fig_ 5 13_3 2_3 2.2 12.2 5(b) where the bird is labelled as one class and the

sky as another class. As seen from Fig. 5(c) and 5(e)
the bird is labelled as one class and the sky as

For CMRF model the percentage of misclassification is 3.20, ther class and etae of
while using MRF the error is 9.2% almost three times that of misclassification errors are 2.3 and 2.2 percent. Fig.
the case of CMRF. The percentage of misclassification is 5(d) shows the result obtained by MR-F model and it is
computed based on the ground truth image obtained manually. observed that the wings portion of the bird has been
Based on the texture and the texture boundary, we have drawn clssifed as a dint labelon hn the percentage
the ground truth image for e.g. for the image shown in Fig 1(a) ofisclassationerror is 13.3 percentago* ~~~~~~~ofmisclassification error iS 13.3 percent. Analogousthere are two distinct texture and hence two labels. The two behaviour is also observed in case of the result
labels are drawn with the distinct boundary and thus a ground obtained by JSEG method. This is shown by Fig. 5(f)
truth image is created as shown in Fig 1(b). Fig. 1 (f) shows the where portions of wings have been labeled as different
segmented image obtained by JSEG method and it is observed class and hence the percentage of misclassification
that the two textures are classified properly. The percentage of increases to 12.2 percent. Thus in all the cases, the
misclassification error is 3.3% which is comparable to that of proposed CMRF model possess the unifying modeling
CMRF model. Hybrid algorithm with CMRF model attributes to model scene as well as textures. It is
accelerates convergence as shown in Fig 2(a) and Fig 2(b). observed that the Ohta Color model together with CMRF
Fig 2(b) shows that SA algorithm converges at around 4000 image model yielded better segmented result than that
iterations while Hybrid algorithm converges at around 200 of using MRF models.
iterations, thus having a substantial computational saving. This
is reflected in Fig 2(a) which shows a part of the figure of Fig IV. CONCLUSIONS
2(b). The segmented image obtained using hybrid and CMRF
model is shown in Fig 1(c) and the percentage of In this paper, we have proposed a new model known as
misclassification is 3.5 00 which is close to that obtain using constrained MRF model that is found to yield better
CMRF with SA. The quality of the solution almost remains segmentation result than that of using MRF model. This
same with 20 times enhancement of speed of convergence, cudbdetohegupnatrueofCR mdlad
Use of Hybrid algorithm for other images as shown in Fig 3
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this proposed model is found to posses the unifying
property to model texture as well as scene images. This is a
unique feature of this model and this effect has been observed
while synthesizing images using CMRF model by Gibbs
sampling. The proposed hybrid algorithm is found to be much
faster than that of using SA algorithm.

(a) (b)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig.3. (a) Original Image (Size 128 x 128) (b) Ground truth. (c) MAP estimate
of CMRF model using Hybrid algorithm. (d) MAP estimate of MRF model
using SA algorithm. (e) MAP estimate of CMRF model using SA algorithm.
(f) JSEG result

Thus, CMRF model with Hybrid algorithm could be the better
(e) (f) choice than usual MRF model with SA algorithm. The results

are also compared with that of the JSEG method and in case of
Fig. 1. (a) Original Image (Size 200 x 200) (b) Ground truth. (c) MAP estimate
of CMRF model using Hybrid algorithm. (d) MAP estimate of MRF model scene and bird image CMRF model could be a better choice.
using SA algorithm. (e) MAP estimate of CMRF model using SA algorithm. The only bottleneck of this work is the selection of model
(f) JSEG result parameters. Currently, attempt is being made to devise a
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